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STP is urging garages to offer a simple

Air Con Recharge service that can

boost both revenue and customer

satisfaction.

In vehicles that are over 3 years old,

the air conditioning system can on average

lose 10% refrigerant a year. 

The STP Auto Freeze Air Con

Recharge range, allows technicians to

properly maintain A/C systems without the need

for expensive equipment/training, as it does not

involve R134a refrigerant recovery at any stage.

With its advanced additives, it recharges the air

conditioning, seals leaks and lubricates the air

conditioning compressor, using patented ICE 32

chemistry to extend compressor life.

The product is now available here in

Ireland, having been used extensively

throughout the USA, servicing over 5 million air

conditioning units per year. This STP trade range

will re-charge and service air conditioning

systems for a wide variety of passenger cars.

The job can be completed in just ten

minutes in three easy steps. An STP Auto Freeze

Air Conditioning canister, can recharge up to

three vehicles and is purchased in a refillable

container that carries a refundable

environmental recycling and refilling deposit. To

use, the technician removes the port cap from

the air conditionings low pressure service port

and attaches the gauge to the quick connect

fitting. The gauge will only fit the low pressure

connector, so it’s safe, calibrated, and colour

coded for ease of use. The engine is then started

and the air conditioning is set to the lowest

setting, running the car for two minutes. A thin

pencil type gauge thermometer is then placed in

the air vent inside the car to show the

temperature. 

Using the reading, referring to the pressure

gauge chart on the canister the user will be able

to establish if the refrigerant needs topping up.

If it does, the engine is kept running and the

canister is shaken and connected to the gauge.

Squeezing the trigger will dispense refrigerant

into the system and the gauge will show when

the job is done.

STP says its Auto Freeze Air Con Recharge,

provides a cost-effective solution to recharge the

refrigerant, seal common leaks and lubricate the

Air conditioning compressor whilst providing a

very cost-effective way to top-up up to three

customer vehicles.  

Question: A customer's

Audi Q3 2.0 TDI is in for

a routine service and

they have complained

that the fuel filler nozzle

continuously cuts out

when re-fuelling the

vehicle. We have

experienced the fault

when re-fuelling and

have visually checked

the fuel filler pipe for

blockages but we

cannot find the source of the fault. Is this

something you have heard of before?

Answer: Yes, we have heard of this fault

before on Audi Q3 models with CFFB engine

code. The cause is due to the fuel tank

ventilation system becoming blocked. Check

the fuel tank breather cap for blockages, and

replace it if necessary, Fig.1.1. Check the fuel

tank breather hose and the fuel tank breather

valve for blockages Fig.1.2 & Fig.1.3. If the fuel

tank breather hose or the fuel tank breather

valve is blocked, fit a new fuel tank. Re-fuel

vehicle to ensure fault has been resolved.

A cool boost for business with STP
Auto Freeze

Audi Q3: Fuel filler nozzle continuously cuts out 

In Brief… In Brief…

Tool specialist Sealey has introduced a

new Easy Peel Foam that allows

technicians to create their own bespoke

tool tray inserts. This allows for better

organisation of tools meaning easy

identification and access, providing a boost

to productivity.

The layered foam allows for depths to

be set to suit the tools and the bright

coloured foam underneath the black

surface highlights the equipment. The Easy

Peel Shadow Foam can be cut to fit any

size tool tray or drawer and is made

entirely from durable polyethylene. 

Available in three colours; red, blue and

green, each sheet is 1200 x 550 and

available in either 30mm or 50mm depths.

This equates to three standard tool tray

sizes in just one piece. Part numbers are

SF30R, SF30B, SF30G, SF50R, SF50B &

SF50G.  

Easy Peel Shadow Foam

Gabriel

Keane, who

is

Managing

Director

and owner

of Kia Liffey

Valley,

Dublin has

been

elected

President of

the Society of the Irish Motor Industry

(SIMI).

Speaking at SIMI’s AGM, Gabriel

Keane commented that he has

experienced the highs and lows of the

industry. “Over the last three years we

have seen the new car market decline by

nearly 25%. Obviously, Brexit was the

main cause of this downturn and while we

are by no means out of the woods on

Brexit, there is a feeling that a softer Brexit

may become a reality. I do believe that if

this happens, we will see growth in the

new car market in 2020.”

New President of SIMI




